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Abstract— The Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) lets hosts 

request quality of (bandwidth) service for multicast applications 

on the Internet. As network equipment advances to provide 

improved bandwidth service, security service becomes the more 

critical problem. However, RSVP doesn’t provide a flexible 

mechanism to support quality of security service (QoSS). 

Security service RSVP extends RSVP to provide the needed 

mechanism for dynamically negotiating QoSS among the 

senders and heterogeneous receivers of multicast applications on 

the Internet with minimum overhead. SSRSVP provides different 

QoSS resolutions according to receiver nodes’ security service 

needs. 

 

Index Terms— Multicast, Quality of Security Service, 

Resource ReSerVation Protocol. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) 
2, 3

 lets hosts 

request specific quality of service (QoS) from the network 

for multicast multimedia flows on the Internet.
2,4,5

 Both 

multiprotocol label switching and generalized MPLS 

architectures 
6,7

 use RSVP to establish label switched 

paths.
8,9 

 Dynamic RSVP (DRSVP) provides a more flexible 

and dynamic resource-reservation mechanism, 
10

 and other 

works have successfully solved resource reservation and 

negotiation in virtual private networks.
11–13

  

However, although RSVP provides quality of bandwidth 

service, it doesn’t support quality of security service 

(QoSS).
14

 Cynthia Irvine and Timothy Levin, the term’s 

originators, focused on QoSS from system administrator and 

user viewpoints. We refine QoSS to include the security-

service negotiations among senders and receivers in a 

network — that is, security-service multidimension spaces 

composed of strength of cryptographic algorithms, length of 

cryptographic key, robustness of authentication mechanisms, 

and so on, negotiated among senders and receivers on the 

Internet. 

Security-service negotiations between sender and receiver 

often use session mechanisms or protocols.
15

 Traditional 

session mechanisms and protocols between sender and 

receiver are suitable for point-to-point communication, in 

which senders transmit negotiation requests to receivers. 

However, session mechanisms and protocols can’t solve the 

QoSS problem when users have different security service 

needs and security-processing capabilities. For example, if 

the sender can only cope with the data encryption standard 

(DES) algorithm, and the receiver can only cope with the 

RSA algorithm, they must depend on a third party to 

implement a conversion function between them. 
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This problem is multiplied for multicast applications on the 

Internet. Multicast enables efficient large-scale content 

distribution by providing an efficient transport mechanism 

for one-to-many and many-to-many communication. 

Although many security mechanisms enhance multicast 

application security, these tools generally assume that 

receivers and senders use the same security service (that is, 

the same algorithms). If, for example, one sender 

communicates with N different receivers that have different 

security-processing capabilities (that is, security algorithms), 

the sender must transmit the N different packets using N 

different security services. When N is large, it’s difficult for 

the sender to communicate with receivers. In the worst-case 

scenario, the sender doesn’t have any algorithms matching 

those of the receivers, so it can’t communicate with them 

using general security mechanisms. Thus, QoSS for 

multicast Internet applications is an important research area. 

Security service RSVP dynamically negotiates QoSS among 

the senders and receivers of multicast Internet applications. 
1 

SSRSVP differs from the mechanisms described in RFC 

2747
16

 and RFC 2207,
 13

 which use RSVP’s integrity object 

to provide hop-by-hop integrity and authentication of RSVP 

messages and support IP security (IPsec).
11–13

 Our extension 

doesn’t aim to enhance or support RSVP’s security function, 

but to solve QoSS negotiation among senders and receivers 

of multicast applications with different security service 

needs and security-processing capabilities. I don’t discuss 

key transmission, error message, tear message, and soft state 

in the article due to space limitations. 

II. SSRSVP MODEL 

Figure 1 shows the SSRSVP model, which is similar to 

RSVP1 and DRSVP9 models. Admission control determines 

whether the node has sufficient security-processing 

capability to support the negotiation request, and policy 

control determines whether the user has sufficient privilege 

to make the request. If the answer to both control modules is 

passed, the corresponding SSRSVP parameters are set.  

SSRSVP defines a session as a packet flow and treats each 

session independently. SSRSVP sessions include an IP 

destination address, protocol ID, and destination port. The 

classifier module determines the QoSS level for each packet 

in the host or router. The security process module 

implements each packet’s security processing, including 

confidentiality and integrity functions. 
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When a packet arrives at a router without an SSRSVP 

module, the router checks the packet’s route table 

information and forwards it. 

When a packet arrives at a router that has an SSRSVP 

module and the SSRSVP setup is complete, the router 

implements several operations. First, the classifier module 

determines the packet’s QoSS level according to its IP 

destination address, protocol ID, and destination port. Next, 

the security process module extracts information from the 

SSRSVP QoSS database according to the packet’s QoSS. 

This information includes keys, cryptography algorithms, 

and QoSS information negotiated with the next hop. The 

security process module then reencapsulates the packet 

according to the QoSS information negotiated with the next 

hop, and the router forwards the packet to the next hop 

according to the route table information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Security service RSVP message types. 

1 Spath SSRSVP path 

2 Snego SSRSVP negotiation request 

3 SpathErr SSRSVP path error 

4 SnegoErr SSRSVP negotiation error 

5 SPathTear SSRSVP path tear 

6 SnegoTear SSRSVP negotiation tear 

7 SnegoConf SSRSVP negotiation confirmation 

8 KeyMess Key message 

9 KeyFail Key message failure 

10 KeySucc Key message success 

III. SECURITY SERVICE MECHANISM 

Like RSVP1 and DRSVP,
 9

 SSRSVP adopts a receiver 

initiated design principle: Receivers choose the QoSS 

negotiation request and initiate the negotiation, keeping it 
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Figure 1. The security service Resource Reservation Protocol (SSRSVP) model in hosts and routers.  

The security process module implements each packet’s security processing based on information it extracts from  

the SSRSVP quality of security service (QoSS) database . 
 

Figure 2. Security service mechanism. Key messages containing negotiation acknowledgment and Quality of 

security service (QoSS) information travel from the sender, through several routers, to the receiver. Upon receipt of 

the KeyMess, the receiver returns a key success (KeySucc) message and begins to transmit the requested data along 

the same path 
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active for as long as they want to receive the packet.Figure 2 

shows SSRSVP’s three fundamental  

message types: SSRSVP negotiation (Snego), SSRSVP path 

(Spath), and key message (KeyMess). 

SSRSVP senders transmit Spath messages downstream 

along the unicast or multicast routes provided by the routing 

protocols, following the packets’ paths. These Spath 

messages store the path state in each node along the way. 

The path state includes the unicast IP address of the previous 

hop node, which is used to route the Snego messages hop-

by-hop in the reverse direction. 

SSRSVP receivers send Snego messages upstream to all 

senders in the sender selection. These messages must follow 

exactly the reverse of the path the packets will use. 

When the sender finishes the SSRSVP negotiation request, it 

transmits a KeyMess downstream along the path to the next 

hop. Figure 2 illustrates this process: 

1. The sender transmits the KeyMess to router1.The 

message includes negotiation acknowledgment 

information and information about the QoSS that end 

router(router3) will use to decrypt data packets 

encrypted by the sender. If the KeyMess transmission 

fails, a key failure message(KeyFail) is returned to the 

sender; otherwise, the operation continues. 

2. Router1 forwards the KeyMess sent by the sender to the 

router2. If the process fails, router2 returns the KeyFail 

to router1, and router1 returns it to the sender. If the 

process succeeds, router2 repeats this step with router3. 

3. Router3 attempts to transfer the KeyMess to the receiver. 

The message includes negotiation acknowledgment 

information and information about the QoSS that 

receiver will use to decrypt data packets encrypted by the 

end router(router3). If router3 successfully transfers the 

KeyMess to the receiver, the receiver returns a key 

success message to router3, which then returns KeySucc 

to router2, and so on. When the sender receives the 

KeySucc, it begins to transfer the data along the path to 

the receiver. 

At each intermediate router, an Spath message triggers three 

general actions (when an Spath message passes a router’s 

authentication and policy control, it can also trigger these 

actions). 

First, the intermediate router adds the previous hop address 

in the Spath message’s SSRSVP_Hop field. The 

intermediate router stores the information extracted from the 

Spath message. This information includes the sender 

template, which describes the format of the packet that the 

sender will originate. The sender template specifies the 

sender IP destination address, protocol ID, and destination 

port. The sender’s security properties specify its maximal 

and minimal security-processing capability and the QoSS-

level limit for the packet’s intended receivers. 

Next, the intermediate router forwards the Spath message 

downstream toward the receivers along the unicast or 

multicast routes provided by the routing protocols. At each 

border router connected with a receiver and an intermediate 

router, a Snego message triggers the following two general 

actions, respectively. 

First, the receiver passes the Snego request to the admission- 

and policy-control engines of the router SSRSVP. If either 

test fails, the router rejects the negotiation request and the 

SSRSVP process returns an SSRSVP negotiation error 

(SnegoErr) message to the receivers. If both tests succeed, 

the router returns a confirmation message to the receivers. 

This message indicates the network’s QoSS. If the sender’s 

Spath message claims a QoSS-level limit, the router checks 

the limit against the QoSS level in the receiver’s negotiation 

request. If the negotiation request level is under the sender’s 

limit, the router rejects the negotiation request. When the 

receiver gets a SnegoErr message from the router, it sends a 

negotiation request with a higher QoSS level if it has a 

higher security-processing capability. If not, it can’t receive 

packets from the sender. Next, the intermediate router 

forwards the Snego message upstream. It makes QoSS 

negotiation emergence according to the receiver’s 

negotiation style and then propagates a new negotiation 

request message upstream toward the sender. 

IV. NEGOTIATION STYLES 

From an RSVP viewpoint, senders can transmit data whether 

or not the network provides adequate bandwidth service to 

deliver the data. However, QoSS differs from quality of 

bandwidth service in that senders don’t want to transmit 

messages to receivers that don’t have adequate security 

because this might expose their messages to others or let 

others forge them during transmission. A sender could 

choose to transfer packets to receivers with QoSS levels that 

are above its QoSS limit, thereby forcing receivers to keep 

high negotiation-request QoSS levels. Of course, the sender 

will always use the maximum security- processing level to 

encapsulate data packets and forward them to the next hop 

router with SSRSVP regardless of that hop’s negotiation 

request level. We use negotiation styles to guarantee 

receivers’ QoSS levels. 

We classify SSRSVP negotiation styles into two categories: 

 limit (limit wild card-filter [LWF], limit fixed filter 

[LFF], and limit shared-explicit [LSE] negotiation 

styles) and 

 non limit (wild card-filter [WF], fixed-filter [FF], and 

shared-explicit [SE] negotiation styles). 

Let a negotiation request be SQi, where SQi denotes the 

QoSS level of the i
th

 receiver’s negotiation request.  

Infsi ( )  means that the QoSS level negotiated by the 

receivers isn’t under the ith sender’s limit. Because 

SSRSVP’s non limit negotiation styles (WF, FF, and SE) are 

the same as RSVP’s reservation style, 
2, 10

 we don’t describe 

them further. We define the negotiation style as follows: 

• LWF style: (* Max[Infsi (SQ)]) and 

• WF style: (* Max(SQ)) i _ (1 … n). 

During the LWF-style negotiation process, the router merges 

separate negotiation requests into one negotiation request for 

each upstream sender: 

 LFF style: (S1 Max[Infsi (SQ)]), S2 Max[Infs2 (SQ)]), and  

 FF style: (S1 Max(SQi), S2 Max(SQj)) (i, j _ (1 … n)). 

Assume that S1 and S2 denote senders 1 and 2.The LFF-

style negotiation request creates a distinct negotiation for 

data packets from a particular sender, not sharing them with 

packets from other senders in the same session: 

 LSE style :(( S1, S2) {Max Infsi,(Infs2, (SQi))]}) and 
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Figure 3. A complete security service Resource Reservation 

Protocol (SSRSVP) negotiation request and KeyMess. The 

request comes from a single source node to four receiver 

nodes using limit fixed-filter (LFF) style. 

V. SSRSVP EXAMPLE 

We define the QoSS levels used in the SSRSVP examples in 

Figures 3 and 4 as follows: 

• 1S is first-level QoSS (using, for example, DES and 

Message-Digest algorithm 5, or MD5); 

• 2S is second-level QoSS (3DES and MD5); 

• 3S is third-level QoSS (1,024-bit RSA and MD5); 

• 4S is fourth-level QoSS (1,024-bit RSA and Secure Hash 

Algorithm, or SHA); and 

• 5S is fifth-level QoSS (2,048-bit RSA and SHA). 

Figure 3 shows a single source node sending a negotiation 

request to four receiver nodes using the LFF (Figure 3) 

styles. 

Because SSRSVP is a receiver-oriented request protocol, 

receivers R1, R2, R3, and R4 will initiate an LFF-style 

SSRSVP request. Suppose router1, router2, router3, 

router4, and router5 have available security-processing 

capability to support the SSRSVP negotiation request. 

Assume the QoSS levels of negotiation requests from R1, 

R2, R3, and R4 are 4S, 2S, 1S, and 5S, respectively. 

In Figure 3, because R3’s negotiation-request level is under 

S1’s limit, router5 rejects R3’s negotiation request. 

 SE style:((S1,S2){Max(SQi)})(i _(1 … n)).      

The LSE-style negotiation request creates a single 

negotiation shared by selected upstream senders. Unlike the 

LWF style, the LSE style lets receivers explicitly specify 

the set of senders to include. 

If R3’s maximum QoSS level is 1S, it will never receive data 

packets from S1. Of course, if 1S isn’t R3’s maximum 

security-processing capability, it will try to send a 

negotiation request with high-level QoSS to router5 when it 

receives the SnegoErr message. 

When the negotiation request is finished, the sender node S1 

sends a KeyMess to router1 which includes negotiation 

acknowledgment information and the QoSS information that 

end router (the router which is connected with the receiver) 

uses to decrypt data packets encrypted by the sender. When 

router1 receives the KeyMess from S1, it will be forwarded 

to the end router through the intermediate routers. When it 

reaches end router it sends the KeyMess to the receiver uses 

to decrypt data packets encrypted by the end router. When 

all of the receiver nodes receive the upstream KeyMess 

message, SSRSVP setup is successful. It will reduce the 

additional work of decryption and encryption that has been 

done in intermediate routers while transmitting multicast 

application to the receivers ,which are having different 

security service needs and capabilities. 

VI. APPLICATION SCENERIO 

For multicast applications on the Internet, users in a 

multicast group can use different security services. Users in 

a malicious network environment domain will  

want data sent to them using high level QoSS (that is, more 

complex security algorithms to encrypt, authenticate, and 

protect integrity). Users in a secure network environment 

domain, however, will want to improve their data processing 

performance by using low- or mid-level QoSS. SSRSVP 

guarantees simultaneity while providing for these users’ 

different needs. 

For example, in a military information war scenario, military 

officers of varying ranks and general soldiers in a multicast 

group might have QoSS levels assigned according to their 

ranks. General soldiers can only process data with first-level 

QoSS; the company commander can process data with first- 

or second-level QoSS; the colonel can process data with 

first-, second-, or third-level QoSS; and the brigadier can 

process data with all QoSS levels. Soldiers and military 

officers can communicate with each other. Sometimes, 

however, the colonel will want to communicate command 

information only to officers whose military rank isn’t under 

company-commander level. SSRSVP makes this possible. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Security Service Resource ReSerVation Protocol (SSRSVP) 

solves the security problem arise when users have different 

security service needs and security processing capabilities in 

multicast application on Internet .It provides a flexible 

mechanism to support quality of security service (QoSS) 

using RSVP in multicast applications. And by eliminating 

additional work regarding security in sender and 

intermediate routers, it minimizes the overhead in 

transmitting secure multicasting application. This will 

include defining Quality of Security Service (QoSS) 

architecture for Internet networks, providing end-to-end 

security-service delivery and hop-to-hop security-service 

safeguards, and formalizing QoSS. 
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